Seal offices with tamper evident labels, saving time and money

The threat to offices throughout the corporate, education and government sector has increased and the costs of manned security have risen too. This has resulted in an innovative use of the X22 non-residue tamper evident label.

The non-residue label can be applied to a door after the security guard has checked the room and judged it secure. The label can be written on so the guard can add his signature and the date if appropriate.

Once applied the room is then sealed with an additional layer of security and does not need entering again for security checks unless the label is voided or removed.

This label can be overprinted with sequential numbers, room numbers, suite names... the choice is yours.

Individual details on the labels ensures they cannot be copied and used inappropriately. To find out more please contact us.

Layered security
Quick to check
No residue

Label Options:
Custom message available
Sequential numbers
QR codes
Colours
Barcodes

www.tampertech.net